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Foreign Investment in Paraguay:
An Analysis of Incentives under
Law No. 550
By MICHAEL D. SCHLEY*
Member of the Class of 1980.
I. INTRODUCTION
In December of 1975 the Paraguayan government enacted Law
No. 550 "For the Promotion of Investment for Economic and Social
Development."' Substantial investment incentives are provided by
Law 550 to the entrepreneur who invests in accordance with its provi-
sions. The purpose and scope of this Note is to explain the significance
of Law 550 to the foreign investor who is considering engaging in busi-
ness activities in Paraguay. This goal will be accomplished by provid-
ing the reader with a brief overview of the Paraguayan investment
climate, followed by a detailed analysis of the provisions of Law 550
and comparison of the law with investment statutes of other Latin
American countries. The impact of other areas of Paraguayan law
(e.g., customs regulation, tax law, etc.2) on the foreign investor is be-
yond the scope of this Note, except to the extent it is relevant to an
understanding of the provisions of Law 550.
Paraguay is located in the center of South America and has a geo-
* The author wishes to express his gratitude to the following individuals for providing
materials and advice: Professor Dr. Juan Ram6n Chaves, Dean of the School of Law and
Social Sciences, National University of Asunci6n; Honorable Donald M. Hact, Consul Gen-
eral of Paraguay, San Francisco, California; Dr. Emilio A. Ramirez Russo, Director of the
Technical Cabinet, Paraguayan Ministry of Industry and Commerce; Sr. Gilberto Caniza
Sanchiz, Minister, Embassy of Paraguay, Washington, D.C.; and William Lightner, Jr.,
Trade Consultant, San Francisco, California. The contents of this note do not necessarily
reflect the views of these individuals, nor of the Paraguayan Government.
1. Ley No. 550 de Fomento de las Inversiones para el Desarrollo Econ6mico y Social,
Gaceta Oficial, Dec. 19, 1975 [hereinafter.cited as Law 550]. The English translation used
by the author is available from the Paraguayan Government.
2. For general materials on the laws of Paraguay relating to business, see G. GATnr &
J. ESCOBAR, A STATEMENT OF THE LAWS OF PARAGUAY IN MATTERS AFFECTING BUSINESS
(3d ed. 1973) (published by Organization of American States); PRiCE WATERHOUSE INFOR-
MATION GUIDE, DOING BUSINESS IN PARAGUAY (1976).
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graphic size close to that of California. Spanish is the official language
of the nation, but Guarani (an Indian language) is also spoken by most
of the population. The warm climate and relatively flat terrain are
conducive to agricultural activities. Paraguay is a landlocked country,
but its vessels have access to the Atlantic through the Paraguay and
Parand rivers.4
Several factors point to this small country as a good candidate for
investment projects. The country boasts an abundance of certain natu-
ral resources which are still undeveloped, including large timber forests
and much land suitable for various agricultural uses.- Furthermore,
average wages for both skilled and unskilled labor are substantially
lower than those in more industrialized western nations, which suggests
a.potentially low operating cost for manufacturing industries located in
Paraguay.
The potential investor should also consider the impact of the two
new hydroelectric projects of Itaipfi and YacyretA on Paraguay's econ-
omy. These projects, located on the ParanA river, are being financed by
the Brazilian and Argentine governments and other sources, and Para-
guay will be entitled to one-half of the electricity produced. The
Paraguayan government has expressed "great interest in the maximum
utilization of its share of this energy in the establishment of high energy
consuming industries."' Construction of the Itaipfi Dam began in
1975, and it is expected that both dams will be in full operation in the
1990's.9 A World Bank study predicts: "Paraguay may well become
3. A 1975 estimate placed the national population at about 2.6 million.
4. The Paraguay river can accommodate ocean-going ships drawing up to twelve feet,
while the Parand is navigable by smaller boats.
5. U.S. DEP'T OF COMMERCE, OVERSEAS BUSINESS REPORTS, OBR 78-29, MARKET
PROFILES FOR LATIN AMERICA AND THE CARIBBEAN 20 (1978). There has been rapid
growth in agriculture and related industries in recent years. One example is soybean pro-
duction. A recent U.S. Department of Agriculture publication cites Paraguay as a "major
U.S. soybean competitor," with bright prospects for expansion. Hamby, Major US, Soy-
bean Competitors. Brazil, Argentina, Paraguay, FOREIGN AGRICULTURE, Aug. 21, 1978, at 7.
Large-scale organized settlement of land in eastern Paraguay by Japanese farmers in recent
years has proved successful, in spite of an underdeveloped transportation infrastructure,
REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT IN EASTERN PARAGUAY 11 (World Bank Country Study, 1978).
6. "The average daily wage for a skilled worker is US$4.00 and for a semiskilled
worker is US$3.40." DOING BUSINESS IN PARAGUAY, supra note 2, at 7 (emphasis added).
This compares favorably, for example, with Argentina, where the minimun wage is above
these figures. PRICE WATERHOUSE INFORMATION GUIDE, DOING BUSINESS IN ARGENTINA
38 (1975).
7. REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT IN EASTERN PARAGUAY, supra note 5, at 16.
8. PARAGUAY: GENERAL INFORMATION 3 (1975) (published by the Government of
Paraguay).
9. REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT IN EASTERN PARAGUAY, supra note 5, at 16.
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the world's largest exporter of hydroelectric energy. Moreover, the
projects will act as important catalysts in the regional development of
the areas of Paraguay surrounding the dam sites."' 0 One immediate
result has been the creation of a substantial market for imported tech-
nology and equipment."'
The Paraguayan economy has appeared particularly robust in the
1970's, surpassing previous standards of performance. An increasingly
favorable balance of trade has been achieved in recent years, including
a small trade surplus in 1976.2 Aside from the impact of the Itaipl
and Yacyret& projects, the economy has been greatly stimulated by
"the expansion of agricultural production made possible by earlier in-
vestments in infrastructure and the favorable external demand for im-
portant products .... 13
Many foreigners considering investment in Latin America are con-
cerned about the risk of loss due to political instability or nationaliza-
tion of investments. Some degree of assurance may be derived from
the fact that President Alfredo Stroessner's government has been in
power since 1954. During this period, government policy has been to
favor foreign capital as a basis for economic growth. For two decades
foreign investors have benefited from a stable official exchange rate of
U.S. dollars and guaranies, the Paraguayan currency.' 4 Furthermore,
Law 550 provides for guarantees against inconvertibility of invested
funds.' 5
One who plans to invest in Latin America must also consider the
target country's legislation regulating private foreign investment. The
laws of several Latin American countries impose strict controls on for-
eign investment. Paraguay's Law 550, on the other hand, treats foreign
and domestic investors equally, and its express objective is "to promote
the investment of capital ... "I'
The benefits granted under Law 550 correspond to certain classifi-
cations of investments. The law's classification scheme is the product
of an evolution of Paraguayan investment legislation. Early predeces-
sors' 7 of Law 550 promoted the investment of capital in all regions of
10. Id
11. MARKET PROFILES FOR LATIN AMERICA AND THE CARIBBEAN, J.pra note 5, at 20.
12. Id
13. REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT IN EASTERN PARAGUAY, ,ufpra note 5, preface.
14. DOING BUSINESS IN PARAGUAY, supra note 2, at 8.
15. Law 550, supra note 1, at art. 47, discussed infra at text accompanying note 67.
16. Law 550, supra note 1, at art. 1.
17. The predecessors of Law 550 are: Ley No. 202 Que Aprueba cl Decreto-Ley No. 30
del 31 de Marzo de 1952, con Alguanas Modificaciones, Gaceta Oficial, Sept. 7, 1952; Ley
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the country; that is, benefits were granted to approved investment
projects without regard to the region of the country in which the invest-
ment was made. The most recent predecessor, Law No. 216 of 1970,
classified approved investment projects as either "necessary" or "con-
venient", and accorded greater benefits to those investment projects
deemed "necessary" in order to ensure their priority in national eco-
nomic development."8 Under an innovative provision of Law 216, in-
vestments in the geographic region known as the Chaco were entitled
to certain benefits in addition to those granted on account of their clas-
sification as either "necessary" or "convenient."
The drafters of Law 550 altered and expanded the classification
scheme found in Law 216 in order to accommodate new economic de-
velopment policies. Chapter II of the law retains the "necessary" and
"convenient" classifications. Chapter VI creates a third, independent
class of investments which are made in geographic regions of "pre-
ferred development", and Chapter XI authorizes certain benefits for
exporting industries. Besides this new classification scheme, Law 550
provides for increased incentives to investors as well as more institu-
tionalized administrative mechanisms. An analysis of the law's provi-
sions follows.
II. ANALYSIS OF LAW 550
A. The Objective
Article 1 of Law 550 is a concise declaration of the law's objective
which deserves close scrutiny, as it reflects government policy underly-
ing the enactment. The official English translation19 reads:
The objective of this Law is to promote the investment of capital
by granting special benefits, for projects which, within the economic
and social policy of the National Government, will increase the pro-
duction of goods and services, and stimulate the development of cer-
tain geographic regions of the country through greater utilization of
national resources.
No. 246 Que Establece el Regimen para la Incorporaci6n de Capitales Privados Procedentes
del Extranjero, Gaceta Oficial, Feb. 25, 1955; Ley No. 216 de Inversiones para el Desarrollo
Economico y Social, Gaceta Oficial, Nov. 9, 1970. These laws were annulled by the enact-
ment of each successor. Art. 68 of Law 550, however, provides that benefits granted under
these laws to enterprises are not revoked by the enactment of Law 550. Nor do the provi-
sions of Law 550 modify concessions granted under earlier treaties and international agree-
ments.
18. Ley No. 216, supra note 17, at art. 2.
19. The official English translation is available from the Paraguayan Government.
(Vol. 3
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It should be noted that the objective of Law 550 is not limited to
promoting the investment offoreign capital; its provisions are applica-
ble to Paraguayan nationals, as well. Nevertheless, many of the bene-
fits granted under the law (e.g., exemption from taxes and other charges
on the importation of capital goods and cash) pertain only to invest-
ments of foreign capital, which indicates that the law was drafted with
the chief purpose of attracting foreign investors.
Of primary importance to an understanding of Law 550 is the lan-
guage in article 1 "to promote the investment of capital by granting
special benefits. . . ." In its attempt to modify investment behavior
the government of Paraguay has chosen incentives over restrictions.
Foreign citizens are guaranteed by the national Constitution the right
to engage in any commerce, trade or profession they choose.20 If that
activity does not meet the requirements of Law 550, the sole conse-
quence is that the respective benefits provided by the law are not avail-
able. It is in this respect that Law 550 differs most markedly from laws
of certain other Latin American countries that propose to delimit the
economic sectors accessible to foreign investors21
Benefits conferred under Law 550 are keyed to two basic classifica-
tions. The first class is comprised of those investments that "will in-
crease the production of goods and services" on the national level.
These are broken into two subclasses, "necessary" investments and
"convenient" investments, according to national development priori-
ties. The apparent purpose behind this first classification is to posi-
tively affect the balance of trade by increasing exports or substituting
imports; no benefits inure to an investor who merely engages in a spec-
ulative acquisition of assets.
The second main classification is investments made in regions of
"preferred development." To stimulate development of geographic ar-
eas with little or no local industry, the greatest benefits are allocated to
this second group.
The incentives provided for both classes of investments serve the
stated purpose of "greater utilization of national resources."22 Further
20. CONSTITUCION DE LA REPUBLICA DEL PARAGUAY, art. 95 (Para.) [hereinafter cited
as CONSTITUCION].
21. Eg., Agreement on Andean Subregional Integration, May 26, 1969, reprinted in 8
INT'L LEGAL MAT'Ls 910, which prohibits foreign investment in certain industries such as
insurance and commercial banking.
22. The English translation may mislead the reader into thinking that this purpose ties
only behind the second classification of investments. The Spanish version, however, con-
tains a comma before the phrase "through greater utilization ofnational resources," making
it clear that this phrase describes both classes of investments.
No. 1]
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evidence of this goal is a restriction on the amount of foreign goods and
personnel that may be used in the investment project. 23
A project that satisfies the above criteria will not necessarily be
eligible for benefits under Law 550. There is the requirement that the
investment must fall "within the economic and social policy of the Na-
tional Government." The result is that investments are eligible for in-
centives only if they are approved by the government.24 While there is
no indication that this requirement of government approval has had a
restrictive effect on investment, it does give the government the ability
to adapt development policy to new economic factors.
B. Classification of Investments
L "Wecessary" and "convenient" investments
Article 3 defines "necessary" investments as those "which have
priority in the economic development of the country." Investments
having priority are those "which will produce or process raw materials,
thereby increasing exports."25 "Convenient"26 investments are defined
in article 4 as those "contributing to the substitution of imports and to a
greater utilization of national resources." The Paraguayan government
has deemed most beneficial to the economy those investments which
will result in the manufacture or processing of goods for exportation.
The definition of "convenient" investments is sufficiently broad to en-
compass practically any other investment that is not merely a specula-
tive acquisition of property.27
An example of a "necessary" investment is the construction and
operation of a factory that would produce leather shoes for foreign
23. Discussed infra, under heading "Qualification Criteria... Forms of Investment."
24. Discussed infra, under heading "Procedure, Obligations and Penalties. . .Applica-
tion and Approval."
25. Law 550, supra note I, at art. 3. The language of art. 3 in the English translation is:
"Necessary investments are those which have priority in the economic development of the
country, and which will produce or process raw materials, thereby increasing exports" (em-
phasis added). The word "and," however, is not found in the Spanish version of this defin-
tion. The phrase beginning after the word "country" and ending in "exports" appears to
stand in apposition to the preceding phrase, so that a more correct translation would be:
"Necessary investments are those which have priority in the economic development of the
country; Ze., those which produce or process raw materials, thereby increasing exports."
26. The Spanish con eniente has also been translated "advantageous" and "desirable".
G. GATrI, supra note 2; DOING BUSINESS IN PARAGUAY, supra note 2. The word "conve-
nient" appears in the official English translation, and will be used in this note.
27. Art. I states that the objective of Law 550 is to promote investments that "will in-
crease the production of goods and services." Speculative investments would not fall within
this category.
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markets. A "convenient" investment might be the construction and op-
eration of a factory that would produce plastic household items for lo-
cal markets, or the opening of a tourist hotel in downtown Asunci6n.28
The plastic items factory would contribute to the substitution of im-
ports because the goods would be sold in competition with comparable
goods presently imported from neighboring Brazil and Argentina. The
tourist hotel would constitute a "utilization of national resources"
since, for example, local labor would be used to construct and operate
the enterprise.
The definitions of "necessary" and "convenient" are sufficiently
imprecise to perplex the investor who, for example, wishes to build a
factory which will produce goods for consumption both within Para-
guay and abroad. Article 9 creates a solution to that problem by pro-
viding that the Technical Secretariat of Planning for Economic and
Social Dev;elopment will prepare a list each year of "investments to be
promoted throughout all of Paraguay, which will be classified as neces-
sary and convenient." This list would presumably enumerate all of the
investments that would be eligible for benefits under Law 550, and
classify them as either "necessary" or "convenient."
This provision in article 9 operates to remove all uncertainty from
the classification scheme, but it is slightly unrealistic in its assumption
that the government would be able to prepare a list that would include
all of the investments which could be made in Paraguay. Perhaps the
government has also come to this conclusion, for its present practices
are not in conformity with the mandate of article 9. Presently, the gov-
ernment has promulgated a list of industries, the development of which
is a matter of high priority to economic development plans.?9 The sole
purpose of the list is to promote certain industrial activities.30 The au-
thor has been informed by a Ministry of Industry and Commerce offi-
cial that (1) industrial activities mentioned in the list could be classified
as either "necessary" or convenient", depending on the circumstances
of the project, and (2) investments made in industries not listed will
also be classified as the circumstances dictate, in accordance with the
definitions of articles 3 and 4. Classification of investment projects is
28. According to Paraguayan Ministry of Industry and Commerce statistics, one hotel
enterprise (constituting an investment of ,GI.5 million, or about USSI 1,904) received bene-
fits under Law 550 during 1978.
29. This list is available from the Paraguayan Ministry of Industry and Commerce
(Ministerio de Industria y Comercio, Avda. Espafia 477, Asunci6n, Paraguay).
30. An investor might find the list to be helpful as a source of ideas for potential invest-
ment projects.
No. 1]
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the function of the Technical Secretariat of Planning for Economic and
Social Development.
2 Investments in regions of "preferred development"
Chapter VI of Law 550 provides that benefits be granted for in-
vestments made in certain regions of preferred development. Article 9
calls for the preparation each year of a list of (1) the regions considered
preferential for development and (2) the investment activities to be pro-
moted in each of those regions. In addition to the regions specified in
the article 9 list, article 10 declares that the departments 3 of Alto Para-
guay, Nueva Asunci6n, Chaco and Boquer6n shall perpetually be con-
sidered regions of preferred development.
According to the most recent available list,32 eleven of the nineteen
departments in the country are considered regions of preferred devel-
opment.33 All but two of these departments have a population density
below the national average, and the four departments listed in article
10 have an average population density less than one-twentieth of the
national average.34 A Ministry of Industry and Commerce official has
explained to this author that the primary consideration behind the se-
lection of these regions has been the government's desire to decentral-
ize industrial activity, which is presently concentrated in the geographic
area surrounding Asunci6n.
Unlike the list of "necessary" and "convenient" investments of ar-
ticle 9, the list of investments to be promoted in preferred regions,
promulgated under the same article, operates as a limitation on the in-
vestment activities which may receive the corresponding benefits. For
example, the most recent list enumerates twenty-two industrial activi-
ties (such as cultivation of mint, manufacturing furniture, and produc-
ing fertilizers) for the department of Concepci6n which are eligible for
Chapter VI benefits. No other types of investments in that department
will be eligible for Chapter VI benefits. This, of course, does not pre-
clude the availability of benefits under the "necessary"/"convenient"
scheme. An exception to this general rule is that any investment in one
of the four departments perpetually considered preferred regions is eli-
31. "Department" is a translation of depar/amento, the Paraguayan term for a province.
32. Lista de Inversiones para las Regiones de Preferente Desarrollo, Aug. 16, 1976.
33. Alto ParanA, Amambay, Concepei6n, GuirA, Itaptia, lfeembuci6, Presidente Hayes,
along with the departments specified in art. 10 (Alto Paraguay, Boquer6n, Chaco, and
Nueva Asunci6n).
34. REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT IN EASTERN PARAGUAY, supra note 4, at 41. The na-
tional average is 5.8 per Km2. In contrast, Boquer6n has a population density of 0.2 per
K 2. Id
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gible for Chapter VI benefits.3
3. Other classjcations
Chapter VI of Law 550 allocates certain benefits to enterprises lo-
cated in Paraguay which reinvest net profits in one of the geographic
regions of "preferred development." Chapter XI provides certain ben-
efits related to the importation of materials and goods to be processed
for export. These incentive provisions apply to qualified investment
projects without regard to classification as "necessary," "convenient,"
or in a region of "preferred development," and they are discussed in
detail under the heading "Benefits," below.
C. Benefits
Chapters V and VI of Law 550 enumerate the benefits which are
accorded to "necessary" and "convenient" investments and invest-
ments in regions of preferred development. Chapter XI spells out the
benefits applicable to the importation of materials which will be
processed for subsequent exportation. The detailed provisions of these
chapters are summarized and discussed below in order to provide the
reader with an overview of these incentives.
L "Necessary" and "convenient" investments
Chapter V provides that both "necessary" and "convenient" in-
vestment activities will benefit by a total exemption from the following
taxes and charges:
a. Taxes and other charges imposed on monetary exchange opera-
tions related to incorporation of cash capital
b. Customs duties, additional charges and complementary charges
on the importation of capital goods36
c. Guarantee deposits on imported capital goods
d. Customs obligations and other charges on exports
e. Taxes relating to formal organization and operation of legal enti-
ties.
35. No list of investment activities is promulgated for these four departments (Alto Par-
aguay, Boquer6n, Chaco, and Nueva Asunci6n) which are cited in art. 10. The Ministry of
Industry and Commerce has explained in correspondence to the author that any investment
(otherwise within the scope of Law 550) made in these departments will be eligible for
Chapter VI benefits.
36. Duties, additional charges, and complementary charges are the three import taxes
which constitute the basic tariff structure under the Customs Code. TARIFA Y ARtANCEL DE
ADUANAS (1973).
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In addition, "necessary" and "convenient" investment projects are eli-
gible for the exemptions and privileges of temporary admission and
drawback bestowed by the Executive Power3 7 under the Customs
Code,38 for materials and goods imported for processing and subse-
quent export.
Chapter V of the Law also specifies exemption benefits granted at
different percentage rates according to whether the particular invest-
ment is deemed "necessary" or "convenient". These benefits are sum-
marized in Table A.
TABLE A
Benefits According to Classification as "Necessary" or "Convenient"
% Exemption
Convenient Necessary
a. Monetary exchange charges from the import
of capital goods 70 100
b. Tax on income from investment,39 for first 5
years 30 50
c. On the import of raw materials, containers,
and other necessary materials, which are not
available in sufficient quantity in Paraguay:40
Customs duties, additional charges, and
complementary charges 75 100
Monetary exchange surcharges 70 100
Guarantee deposits 100 100
The thirty and fifty-percent reductions in income tax referred to in
Table A are limited in the case of an investment for improvement of an
existing enterprise to the portion of taxable income generated by the
new investment. The application of the benefits accorded to importa-
tion of non-capital goods and the export of products is not explained by
the law.
37. "Executive Power" is the term for the president of Paraguay. CONSTITUCION, supra
note 20, art. 17.
38. Temporary admission and drawback privileges are provided by arts. 202-206 of
Decreto-Ley No. 18,199, Gacela Oflcial, Feb. 24, 1947. Both systems apply to goods im-
ported for processing into export products. Drawback involves the payment of import trib-
utes at the time the goods are imported, and partial or total reimbursement upon export.
Temporary admission is the importation of such goods without having to pay thc total cus-
toms charges due at the time of importation.
39. Certain industries are exempt from income taation under Paraguayan law. DolNo
BUSINESS IN PARAGUAY, supra note 2, at 44.
40. These exemptions are available only during the first two years of a "convenient"
investment, and the first three years of a "necessary" investment.
[Vol. 3
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2. Investments in preferred regions
Article 20 of Law 550 contains incentive provisions applicable to
investments made in regions of preferred development, in accordance
with the list promulgated under article 9.41 The benefits conferred
under this article and other articles in Chapter VI are independent of
those granted under Chapter V to "necessary" and "convenient" in-
vestments. Article 20 provides that investments made in preferred re-
gions are eligible for all of the incentives available to "necessary"
investments plus the exemption benefits listed in Table B.
TABLE B
Benefits for Investments in Regions of Preferred Development
Exemption Duration
a. Taxes42 on legal documents and stamps 100 2 years
b. Legal license taxes43  100 5 years
c. Taxes on real property occupied for invest-
ment activity 100 5 years
Article 26 provides that enterprises that are involved in approved
activities in zones of preferential development will be given priority
consideration for national development loans. Furthermore, subpara-
graph (c) of that article authorizes the National Development Bank to
increase its guarantee limits in the case of loans to these enterprises.
Eligibility for these benefits, however, is limited by article 27 to an en-
tity controlled and owned by a majority of Paraguayan citizens. The
entity must have its address and principal place of business in Paraguay
and be constituted under Paraguayan law. The eligibility of companies
that are not wholly-owned by nationals reflects a favorable attitude to-
ward joint ventures of foreign and national capital.
The management of enterprises established in underdeveloped ar-
eas of the country may discover that basic utilities are more expensive
and not readily available as in more industrialized regions. ANDE
(Administraci6n Nacional de Electricidad), ANTELCO (Administra-
41. Art. 20 refers to "art. 5 of this Law" in both the English and Spanish versions;
however, the intended reference must be to art. 9, as art. 5 has no provisions establishing
regions of preferred development. Compare Law 550, supra note 1, at art. 21, which cor-
rectly refers to art. 9.
42. Under Ley No. 1003, Gaceta Oficial, Dec. 18, 1964.
43. Under Ley No. 344 de Patentes Fiscales, Gaceta Oficial, Dec. 22, 1971.
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ci6n Nacional de Telecomunicaciones), and CORPOSANA (Corpora-
ci6n de Obras Sanitarias), the national electricity, telephone, and
sanitation agencies, respectively, are authorized to reduce rates and
charges for such isolated businesses. The geographic location of the
enterprise and its utility needs will determine the extent to which rates
are reduced.
Companies formed for the purpose of approved investment activi-
ties in regions of preferred development may issue obligations which
will produce tax-free income to those original subscribers who are
Paraguayan residents. This benefit is limited to the then current legal
rate of interest, and is not available in the case of bank creditors. This
incentive may possibly attract a foreign investor who plans to issue ob-
ligations in exchange for local non-bank financing.
A second incentive scheme under Chapter VI applies to enter-
prises which reinvest net profits for a given tax period (as established in
annual financial statements) in activities in one of the preferred re-
gions. The reinvestment may be (1) to increase the capital or obliga-
tions of an infant company (not more than five years old), (2) to initiate
new development activities, or (3) to enlarge, improve, or modernize a
company which was in existence before December 19, 1970. The rein-
vesting enterprise will enjoy a reduction of income tax for the corre-
sponding tax period according to the rates set forth in Table C.44
TABLE C
Reduction of Income Tax for Reinvestment of Profits
Percentage of the net Percentage reduction
profits reinvested on the assessment of
during tax period income tax to be paid
From 20% to 25% 17%
More than 25% to 30% 23%
it 30% to 35% 30%
It 35% to 40% 36%
. 40% to 45% 413%
45% to 50% 50%
50% 56%
The forms of reinvestment of profits listed above are subject to
certain restrictions which qualify a firm's eligibility for tax reduction
benefits. The reinvestment of profits must be made within one year
following the end of the corresponding tax period. Reinvestment of
profits in a company constituted before December 19, 1970 must (1)
44. Reproduced from art. 21.
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increase by at least forty percent the subscribed capital of the recipient
company as of that date, (2) be approved by the government, (3) be
effected no more than twice, and (4) occur prior to December 19,
1980.41 Shares or other evidence of investment in a recipient company
under this scheme may not be ceded, transferred, alienated, or given in
guarantee until one year after the date of reinvestment of profits. The
apparent purpose of this restriction is to prevent a fraudulent procure-
ment of the tax-reduction benefits. Failure to comply with any of the
above requirements will result in an assessment of the unpaid taxes, at
an annual interest rate of twelve percent, plus an eighteen percent pen-
alty.
The reinvestment of profits incentive scheme warrants careful con-
sideration by the foreign investor who owns an enterprise which is sub-
ject to Paraguayan income taxation.4 6 The reinvestment must be made
in a region of preferred development, but is not limited by the provi-
sions of Law 550 to those activities specified in the list promulgated
under article 9.47 This incentive scheme provides an opportunity for
enterprises ineligible for tax benefits under previously discussed provi-
sions of Law 550 to realize a substantial tax reduction. Those busi-
liesses already enjoying tax incentives (under Chapter V or VI of the
law) may take advantage of these provisions to compound those bene-
fits.48
3. Special benefts for exporting industries
The provisions of Chapter XI of Law 550 spell out certain benefits
available to exporting industries. The benefits relate to the importation
of materials and goods to be processed for export, which are not avail-
able in Paraguay in the quantity or quality necessary for competition in
international markets. Such activities are entitled to the benefits enu-
merated in Table D.
45. This last requirement renders this third form of reinvestment impracticable to any
foreign investor who does not already have a profit-making enterprise subject to Paraguayan
taxation at the time of this writing.
46. It should be noted that income from agricultural production is generally exempt
from taxation while certain industries are subject only to a tax on production. DoiNG Busi-
NESS IN PARAGUAY, supra note 2, at 44.
47. Every investment project under Law 550, however, is subject to ultimate govern-
ment approval (discussed infra, under heading "Application and approval").
48. According to correspondence from the Ministry of Industry and Commerce, the
reduction of income tax under this scheme is calculated after the income tax exemption
provided for in art. l1(e) which is available to "necessary" investments and those in regions
of preferred development, or after the exemption in art. 12(e) for "convenient" investments.
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TABLE D
Exemption Benefits Relating to Importation of Goods to be Processed for Export
% Exemption
1. Customs duties and additional and complementary charges 100
2. Monetary exchange surcharges 100
3. Guarantee deposits 100
4. Stamp and legal document taxes on certain items49  100
5. Consular dutiesso 50
The above exemptions apply to the expenses listed in Table D only
when such expenses are incurred in connection with the importation of
goods to be processed for export.5 The beneficiary enterprise must ob-
tain authorization by resolution of the Ministry of Finance, which may
require a security guarantee in the amount of the exempted taxes. The
quantity and value of goods imported and products exported must be
separately accounted for by the beneficiary. Furthermore, the manu-
facturer is required to export the products within one year of importa-
tion of their constituent materials. The penalty under article 57 for
noncompliance is payment of 120 percent of the unpaid taxes. If, how-
ever, international market conditions make it impossible to export
within that period, article 58 allows use or sale of the goods, after total
or partial processing, in the national market upon authorization by the
Ministry of Finance and payment of only the unpaid taxes.
The Executive Branch of the government is authorized under
Chapter XI to reduce the additional and complementary customs
charges and also monetary exchange surcharges on such imports in an
amount up to the taxes which will be generated by the end product.
This appears to be an alternative for export manufacturers who do not
obtain authorization from the Ministry of Finance as stated above,
since those charges are the subject of complete exemption under the
Table D benefits.
The incentives provided by Chapter XI are clearly for the purpose
of stimulating industries wich process raw materials for export by pro-
tecting them from tariff and customs-related duties. These benefits are
not geared to the classifications defined earlier in Law 550. This raises
49. Those items are petitions for franchises (exemptions) and reduction of obligations,
international -or import shipments, and contracts regarding movable goods. The English
translation here (art. 55(c)) incorrectly cites to "Law 1000/64"; the correct cite is to Law No.
1003 of 1964, as found in the Spanish text.
50. Law 550, supra note 1, at art. 55(d). It should be noted that the English translation
is in error. The date of Decree-Law 46 is Feb. 11, 1972, according to the Spanish text.
51. Law 550, supra note I, at art. 54. Specifically excluded from benefits are charges
relating to containers used in the import process.
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the issue of their relation to the "necessary"/"convenient" and "pre-
ferred regions" schemes. First, export industries which are not eligible
for other incentives under the law apparently may receive benefits
under Chapter XI. Second, no statutory language or policy precludes a
"necessary" investment project (which by definition will produce or
process raw materials for export) from being eligible for Chapter XI
benefits.5" The same is true regarding projects which are located in
preferred regions. The Chapter XI provisions are unique, however, in
that their application extends to enterprises in existence before the pro-
mulgation of Law 550, while the other benefits under the law, as incen-
tives to attract capital, are applicable only to new investment activities.
4. Summary
Law 550 provides what may well be the most attractive incentive
program in Latin America for the promotion of capital investment.
While the benefit scheme for "necessary" and "convenient" invest-
ments is retained generally intact from Law No. 216 of 1970, Chapter
VI creates a new classification of investments in regions of preferred
development which are entitled to superior incentives, and Chapter XI
grants new exemption benefits for the purpose of protecting and stimu-
lating manufacturing industries which are dependent on imported raw
materials. The elaborate new provisions in Chapter VI reflect a shift in
government policy toward promotion of new industry in underdevel-
oped regions, as opposed to previous incentive schemes which were not
geographically oriented. Potential investors should take into consider-
ation the benefits available under these different schemes when decid-
ing which type of investment is most attractive to them.
D. Qualification Criteria
1. W9ho may benefit
Article 18 states the general rule that "individuals. . .may enjoy
the benefits of this Law." Individuals of foreign citizenship are not
subject to any limitations on their ability to engage in commerce or
industry in Paraguay, and are guaranteed civil rights equal to those of
citizens by the Constitution of 1967.s1 Article 17 of Law 550, however,
limits the benefits made available to repatriated citizens and immi-
52. An investment project, for example, classified as "necessary" would profit by rcceiv-
ing the exemptions as to stamp and legal documents taxes and consular duties available
under Chapter XI, art. 55. If for some reason an export industry is classified as "conve-
nient," it should likewise be eligible for Chapter XI benefits.
53. CONSTrrucioN, supra note 20, at art. 52; see G. GATrl, supra note 2, at 35.
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grants who wish to invest in accordance with the Law's provisions. Re-
patriates must bring into the country either equipment or capital which
will be used for development of agriculture, livestock, or forest prod-
ucts. Immigrants are subject to the same requirement and are eligible
for benefits only if they have previous experience in the activity in
which they wish to engage. Since the livestock, agriculture, and forest
products industries are the principal industries of the country, this re-
quirement does not pose a harsh limitation on repatriates and immi-
grants. The requirement that immigrants have previous experience
probably reflects a policy against encouraging the influx of indigent
and/or unskilled foreigners.
Article 17 also states that repatriated citizens and immigrants
"may have the benefits pertaining to necessary or convenient invest-
ments, as the case may be." This would seem to imply that they are
ineligible for the greater benefits accorded to investments in regions of
preferred development under Chapter VI of the law.S' Correspondence
from the Paraguayan Ministry of Industry and Commerce to the author
regarding this question, however, indicates that repatriates and immi-
grants are not precluded from receiving benefits under Chapter VI.
The provisions of article 18 of Law 550 require any business enter-
prise seeking eligibility for benefits to organize under the laws of Para-
guay.55 Companies that are not organized under Paraguayan law are
entitled only to those benefits listed in article 13(e) of the law---exemp-
tions from the taxes and registration fees pertaining to the formal proc-
ess of organization in accordance with Paraguayan law.
Aside from the requirement that business enterprises be organized
under the laws of Paraguay,56 Law 550 applies equally to investors of
foreign and national citizenship. There is no indication of any intent
on the part of the government to limit the participation of foreign indi-
54. This issue is just one manifestation of a problem which is central to the interpreta-
tion of Law 550. See, the author's critical comments infra, under heading "Conclusion".
55. Paraguayan law provides for the following forms of business enterprise: corpora.
tion (sociedad an6nima), three distinct forms of partnership (sociedad en comandita, socic-
dad colectiva, sociedad de responsabilidad limitada), joint venture (socicdad en
participacion, or sociedad accidental), cooperative (sociedad cooperativa), capital and indus-
try company (habilitaci6n, or sociedad de capital e industria), branch of a local or foreign
corporation (sucursal), and sole proprietorship. For details regarding the characteristics of
these entities, see G. GATTI, supra note 2, at 45-62; DOING BUSINESS IN PARAGUAY, stt0pra
note 2, at 17-26.
56. This requirement applies only to those businesses seeking benefits under Law 550,
Entities organized under foreign laws have the legal capacity to do business in Paraguay, 0.
GATTI, supra note 2, at 61.
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viduals or entities in investment activities.57 This may come as a pleas-
ant surprise for the investment counselor who has organized foreign
ventures in other Latin American countries whose laws carefully define
private foreign investment and limit the amount of control in a na-
tional enterprise which may be exerted by foreign individuals or enti-
ties. 58
2. Forms of investment
Capital investments under Law 550 may be made in the form of
cash, capital goods, or patents and trademarks.59 Capital goods are
goods that are incorporated in the investment6° and meet certain re-
quirements. First, they must be necessary" to the investment project.
It is apparent that the government will approve as part of the invest-
ment only those goods which are (1) integral to the enterprise and (2)
not readily available within Paraguay. Specifically excluded from ben-
efits by article 8 are goods for personal use and any vehicles for the use
of employees. Second, they must be in a new, modem, and good pro-
ductive condition, with a certain expected minimum life (that is deter-
mined upon approval of the investment project). Other obligations and
penalties regarding the use of capital goods are discussed under those
headings, below.
Article 5 provides that investment projects "for improvement, en-
largement or modernization of existing industries" are just as eligible
for benefits under Law 550 as those that develop a new industrial activ-
ity. Thus, for example, an investment made to modernize an existing
meat packing plant by installing new equipment would be eligible for
benefits as long as the project met the other requirements of the law.62
57. There has been some recent indication of a government policy to encourage joint
ventures of foreign and national capital PARAGUAY: GENERAL INFOR1iATioN, tupra note
8, at 4.
58. Compare Argentina's law No. 21,382 of Aug. 13, 1976, XXXVI C Anales 2071; Law
to Promote Mexican Investment and Regulate Foreign Investment, D.O., Mar. 9, 1973.
59. Law 550, supra note 1, at art. 6.
60. Capital goods should be distinguished from materials or goods imported as part of
the manufacturing process, which are governed by Chapter XI of Law 550, discussed .wpra,
under heading "Special benefits for exporting industries."
61. This requirement is not to be confused with the classification of "necessary" invest-
ments, discussed supra, under heading "Classification of Investments."
62. Art. 5 states that such projects are eligible for benefits accorded to "necessary" and
"convenient" investments. The language of art. 5 was borrowed practically verbatim by its
drafters from art. 6 of Ley No. 216 of 1970. That law, the predecessor of Law 550, did not
provide for a separate class of investments to be promoted for regions of preferred develop-
ment, as does Chapter VI of Law 550. The logical interpretation of art. 5 is that Chapter VI
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E. Procedure, Obligations and Penalties
Chapters VII, VIII, IX and XII contain provisions for the imple-
mentation of Law 550's broad incentive scheme. These provisions do
not regulate or limit the constitutionally guaranteed freedom of foreign
entrepreneurs to invest or conduct business in Paraguay on a basis
equal with national citizens. Rather, these chapters specify the condi-
tions upon which financial benefits under the law's investment incen-
tive scheme will be granted. To this extent, they constitute terms of a
type of contractual agreement between the person or entity investing
under the law and the Paraguayan government. The investor consents
to certain obligations, and the penalty for breaking the agreement sel-
dom amounts to more than a loss of respective benefits. The extent to
which these obligations interfere with an investor's goals will be a fac-
tor in weighing the relative benefits of Law 550 to him.
.1. Application and approval
Investors seeking benefits under Law 550 for a particular project
must submit an application to the Ministry of Industry and Commerce
in accordance with the requirements of Chapter IX of the law. Such
application must be accompanied by a project description prepared by
a registered and authorized Paraguayan consultant or firm.63
The promulgation of Law 550 authorized the creation of the In-
vestment Council,' an organization which assists and advises the Min-
istry of Industry and Commerce with regard to investment projects
under Law 550. The Council keeps a registry of applications for bene-
fits, and submits an opinion and a detailed evaluation 65 of a proposed
benefits are also available for such investments. See the author's critical comments under
the heading "Conclusion," infra.
63. In the case of an investment which includes capital of a foreign origin, the project
description must contain the following information: name and address of applicant; descrip-
tion of investment activity; market study; location of activity; engineering project; materials,
raw or otherwise, to be used; labor requirements; amount and forms of investment; financing
details; guarantees and references; other pertinent information; goods to be incorporated;
their value and expected life; foreign personnel to be employed; plans for reimbursement of
profits and dividends. Law 550, supra note 1, at art. 40.
64. The Investment Council is composed of one official from each of the government
organizations listed in art. 34 (which have jurisdiction over some aspect of business in the
country), and is chaired by the Minister of Industry and Commerce (although this function
may be delegated to the Under Secretary of State for Industry). Law 550, supra note 1, at art.
35.
65. Article 43 requires that the evaluation report (1) benefits to be granted, (2) guaran-
tees accepted and references confirmed, (3) obligations with which the applicant must com-
ply, and (4) the period(s) for fulfilling the obligations. This evaluation is no doubt crucial to
governmental policing of the investment project.
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project to the Ministry of Industry and Commerce. If the proposed
investment involves more than five million guaranies (about
US$39,683),66 the project must be approved by the National Council
for Economic Coordination. The Ministry of Industry and Commerce
has power to approve all others.
Upon approval of the project, the Ministry of Industry and Com-
merce issues an authorization decree for the project. At the investor's
request, the Ministry will include in the decree any guarantees against
inconvertibility which are provided for in treaties between Paraguay
and the investor's own country.67 The authorization decree will then be
countersigned by the Ministry of Finance and other ministries having
jurisdiction.68
There is no basis in the language of Law 550 to suppose that the
government may choose not to approve any investment project which
falls within the criteria stated in the law. It is conceivable that approval
may be withheld on the ground that a project is not within the stated
objective of the law because not "within the economic and social policy
of the national government."69 Considering the government's desire to
attract foreign capital, however, it is probable that the approval re-
quirement will pose no obstacle to investors.
Chapter IX sets forth obligations of certain government agencies
with respect to investments. Ultimate responsibility for the execution
of Law 550 lies with the Ministry of Industry and Commerce. The
Ministry of Finance is in charge of applying the law's tributary aspects,
and must maintain a registry of benefits granted to investors. The Cen-
tral Bank of Paraguay must maintain a "registry of capital incorpora-
tions" in which is inscribed all foreign capital invested in the country.
The Investment Council has the additional function of giving advice
regarding investment to institutions and rendering opinions on unset-
fled investment-related issues. Thus, the Council is an advisory body
to which investors and their counsel may look for clarification of legal
rights and obligations. Furthermore, investors are entitled to prefer-
66. The Executive Branch is authorized by art. 50 to adjust the ;5,0O,000 criterion.
67. E.g., Agreement on Guaranty of American Capital Investments, Oct. 28, 1955, U.S.-
Paraguay, 7 U.S.T. 785, T.I.A.S. No. 3558. This agreement provides for indemnification by
the United States of any U.S. investor for losses resulting from inconvertibility, confiscation,
or expropriation of capital invested in Paraguay if the investment project specifically re-
quests such guarantees and receives written approval of the Government of Paraguay.
68. The English translation refers to approval of the decree by these ministries, but the
verb refrendar in the Spanish text connotes more of a rubber-stamp action than power to
disapprove.
69. Law 550, supra note 1, at art. 1.
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ence in obtaining technical assistance from appropriate government
agencies.
2 Obligations and restrictions
General obligations of the investor are set forth in Chapter VII of
the law and are supplemented by regulatory provisions of other chap-
ters70 and the terms of the authorization decree. Article 29 treats these
conditions and obligations as the terms of a contract between the gov-
ernment and the investor.7' One of the terms specified in the decree is
a timetable for the beginning of production, with which the investor
must comply (although an extension may be granted when justified).
Failure to comply results in the administration of sanctions under
Chapter X.
Article 30 requires investors to maintain a detailed record of capi-
tal goods72 incorporated in the investment project.7 3 A full report of
the capital investments which are effected must be submitted to the
Ministry of Industry and Commerce, along with any additional infor-
mation required by the Ministry, prior to the commencement of pro-
duction. The Investment Council has the authority to verify such
information by inspection or other means. Any proposed substantial
changes in the legal organization of the enterprise within five years
from the initiation of production must be authorized by the Investment
Council and the executive branch.
Law 550 establishes several requirements regarding the quality
and use of capital goods incorporated in the investment project. Article
7 requires that they be new, modern, and have a minimum life to be
specified in the authorization decree. Because these goods are eligible
for exemptions from customs duties, the government has a strong inter-
est in regulating their destination and use. Article 32 provides that cap-
70. See, e.g., the obligation under Chapter XI to export finished products within one
year following importation of constituent materials subject to Chapter X1 benefits, mention-
ed supra.
71. "The beneficiaries will comply with all the conditions and obligations contracted in
accordance with this Law and cited in the decree of authorization...." (emphasis added).
Law 550, supra note 1, at art. 29.
72. The English translation reads "all goods utilized under this Law," which would
include materials and goods to be processed into end products. The Spanish text, however,
refers to goods "incorporated" (incorporados) in the project, which means goods of a more
permanent nature, such as equipment and machinery which become part of the physical
plant.
73. The government's apparent concern here is that goods which are imported for use in
the investment project under exemption from customs obligations might be misappropriated
and find their way into the national market.
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ital goods may not be sold, exchanged, or transferred until five years
after their customs clearance, and then only after written notification to
the Ministry of Finance.74
The management of capital and profits is also subject to certain
regulatory provisions. Under article 40, a detailed description of plans
for reimbursement of capital and profits must be provided in the pro-
ject description accompanying the initial application for approval of
the project. Article 15 provides that the amount of incorporated capi-
tal75 must be recorded in the registry of foreign capital held by the
Central Bank of Paraguay within ninety days7 6 of the investment date
specified in the authorization decree. If the investment is financed by
foreign loans, the contract terms must be approved by the Central Bank
so that payments of principal and interest may be remitted according to
the loan repayment schedule." Payments of profits, dividends, interest,
or trademark and patent royalties may be sent abroad through author-
ized banks without restriction.7 8 Reimbursement of capital, however,
may be made only three years after commencement of production or
exploitation, and then only in annual quotas not exceeding twenty per-
cent of the total investment.79 Article 15 provides that the monetary
unit in which any remittance abroad is made is at the discretion of the
Central Bank of Paraguay.
The above registration requirements and those relating to the dis-
position of capital goods do not impose undue burdens on the enter-
prise and are justified by the government's need to police investments
receiving favorable treatment under Law 550. The provision for free
remittance of profits compares favorably with the laws of those Latin
American countries which restrict such activity in times of balance of
payment difficulties.8 0 Restrictions regarding repatriation of capital are
not unreasonable in light of the government's legitimate desire that the
investment activity not be purely speculative. Taken as a whole, the
74. This restriction may be waived in special circumstances. Any transfer made before
the end of the five-year period must be approved by the Investment Council and authorized
by the executive branch. Previously exempted customs duties must be paid according to the
formula: P=100-(NX20), where P is the percentage ofexempted duties to be paid and N is
the number of full years which have expired since customs clearance. Law 550,supra note 1,
at art. 32.
75. This amount must be expressed in the same monetary unit in which the investment
was made. Law 550, supra note 1, at art. 15.
76. An extension may be granted under art. 15.
77. Law 550, supra note 1, at art. 16.
78. Law 550, supra note I, at art. 14.
79. Id
80. E.g-, Argentina's Law No. 21,382 of Aug. 13, 1976, XXXVI C Anales 2071.
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obligations and restrictions of Law 550 impose a minor burden when
compared with the complex regulations of certain Latin American
countries which are less favorably disposed toward foreign invest-
ment.8'
3. Penalties and enforcement procedure
Official sanctions for noncompliance with obligations under Law
550 are found in Chapter X. If part of the investment project is not
realized according to the timetable specified in the authorization de-
cree, the corresponding benefits will not be granted. In particular, if
imported capital goods are not installed within the stated period, pay-
ment of the corresponding exempted taxes must be made. The sanction
for misuse of imported goods is the payment of 150 percent of the pre-
viously exempted taxes.8" Non-compliance with any other regulations
under Law 550 may result in a fine of up to one-half of one percent of
the amount of the authorized investment.
The ministry having jurisdiction over a particular aspect of a pro-
ject will determine when a violation has been committed and what pen-
alties may be applicable. Investigation is aided by the power vested in
each ministry to issue an order for the production of documents, with
which the enterprise must comply within fifteen days. The enterprise
has an opportunity to present a defense within ten days of notification
of the existence of a violation. Within fifteen days of its decision the
ministry must prepare a resolution, which must also be approved by the
Investment Council. The Ministry of Finance will determine and im-
pose the appropriate penalties within twenty days of receipt of the reso-
lution. An appeal through administrative channels is allowed under
article 53. During this time the payment of imposed fines will not be
required, but payment will be insured by a preventive attachment on
company assets.
III. CONCLUSION
The key to interpreting the provisions of Law 550 is to keep sight
of the objective of its drafters, which is "to promote the investment of
81. "The trend toward increased regulation of foreign investment has been particularly
strong in Latin America." Note, Host Countries' Attitudes Toward Foreign Investment, 3
BROOKLYN J. INT'L LAW 44. A good example is seen in Mexico's Law to Promote Mexican
Investment and Regulate Foreign Investment, D.O., Mar. 9, 1973, which limits foreign in-
vestment in any Mexican corporation to 49% of the company's capital.
82. This relatively severe penalty reflects the special government interest in protecting
the national market from the unauthorized introduction of goods.
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capital by granting special benefits. 3 The government of Paraguay
has turned to incentives instead of restrictions in its attempt to modify
investment behavior. The regulations that are imposed are prerequi-
sites to the receipt of benefits; and the sanctions provided threaten little
more than a return to equal standing with other investors.
The language of Law 550 is technical only when necessary, and its
provisions are arranged in chapters which constitute logical groupings.
The drafters' verbatim retention of much of the language of predeces-
sor statutes means that many problems of interpretation and adminis-
tration are avoided.
The drafters of Law 550 may be criticized, however, for retaining
too much of the language of predecessor statutes. While they scuttled
the Chaco investments provision of Law 216,1 they retained the basic
framework and wording of the old statute and added the Chapter VI
"preferred regions" scheme as an appendage. This unfortunate course
has resulted in certain exegetical headaches. For example, article 2
(taken verbatim from article 2 of Law 216) misleads the reader from
the start by asserting: "In the application of this Law, investments are
classifed as: a) Necessary, or b) Convenient." This assertion was true
regarding predecessor statutes such as Law 216, but is not accurate in
light of the new Chapter VI provisions which create a third, independ-
ent classification of investments made in regions of preferred develop-
ment. Another example is found in article 5, which states that eligible
investment projects may be either the development of a new activity or
the improvement of an existing one "when such projects are considered
either necessary or convenient for the country." This provision is also
taken from Law 216,11 and ignores the existence of the new chapter VI
scheme. Furthermore, the title of Chapter VI is "Additional benefits
due to location." This is suggestive of the old system, whereby projects
located in the Chaco region were granted benefits in addition to any
that they- were entitled to under the "necessary"/"convenient" scheme.
The best solution to the confusion created by these internal incon-
sistencies would be to revise the present statute. This revision would
not necessarily result in drastic changes to the law; all that is required is
the elimination or modification of passages such as those mentioned
that are vestiges of earlier statutory schemes. Until such a revision oc-
curs, the meaning of these passages will be uncertain in the absence of
authoritative interpretation by the Paraguayan Government.
83. Law 550, supra note 1, at art. 1.
84. Discussed supra, under heading "Introduction."
85. Ley No. 216, supra note 17, at art. 6.
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The incentive approach that is central to Law 550 distinguishes it
from much Latin American legislation regulating private foreign in-
vestment. While some governments severely limit the economic sectors
open to foreign exploitation, Paraguay has no such restrictions. Instead
of prohibitions, Law 550 provides for benefits which are designed to
modify investment activity. Moreover, Law 550 is noticeably devoid of
the provisions defining the concept of "foreign" investment and regu-
lating the amount of foreign control which may exist in certain indus-
tries. Apart from the legal aspects of investment, this open-arms
attitude has other ramifications which should prove attractive to for-
eign investors.
The ultimate test of any legislation is whether it operates to effect
the objective of its drafters. In the case of Law 550, that objective is
twofold: to increase capital investment in Paraguay, and to channel a
greater percentage of those investments into particular geographic re-
gions. In spite of the competition created by much-publicized invest-
ment opportunities in neighboring countries such as Brazil and
Argentina, statistics provided by the Ministry of Industry and Com-
merce reveal that capital investments8 6 have increased from the
equivalent of about US$35 million in 1975 (the year of Law 550's en-
actment) to about US$115 million in 1978. While there is evidence of
an increase in the percentage of this invested capital which is destined
for regions of preferred development,8 7 it remains to be seen whether
the incentives provided under Chapter VI are sufficient to effect the
desired decentralization of national industrial activity.
86. These are investments approved under either Law 550 or its predecessor, Ley No.
216, supra note 17.
87. According to the most recent Ministry of Industry and Commerce statistics, 58.5%
of the capital invested in projects approved under Law 550 in 1977 was destined for these
geographic regions. However, this figure was down to 24% in 1978.
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